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Scientists in Darwin's time and through most of the
20th century could only work out the branches of the
evolutionary tree of life by looking at the structure and
appearance of animals and plants.

Evolutionary tree of life: modern science is showing
how we got so much wrong
In a new study published in the journal Molecular
Biology & Evolution, experts have studied modern
rhodopsins with an aim at understanding ancient life on
Earth and possibly extraterrestrial life.

Earth’s early life may be a model of alien life
The study, published in Communications Biology ...
evolution happens all the time – things we thought were
closely related often turn out to be far apart on the tree
of life.

Study suggests that most of our evolutionary trees
could be wrong
The latest Virtual Issue from Genome Biology and
Evolution highlights articles that provide new ...
organisms can be depicted by an evolutionary network
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known as the "tree of life", which for the past ...

New Insights into Major Transitions on the Tree of Life
Studying evolution by focusing solely on fossils would
leave many questions unanswered, but evolutionary
developmental biology (otherwise ... of the evolutionary
tree. By seeing whether features ...

The evolution of evo-devo
The remnant was found in Gilboa, New York, amid the
fossilized tree trunks of the ... “Understanding their
evolution is understating 400 million years of life on
Earth,” Ware explains.

When insects got wings, evolution really took off
Genetic analysis of octopuses identified DNA
sequences in their brains called transposons, which
may help regulate learning.

Octopuses may be so terrifyingly smart because they
share humans' genes for intelligence
Scientists have reconstructed the biological processes
in some of the Earth’s earliest life forms, an advance
that could help find alien life on other planets with
atmospheres s ...

Ancient bacteria could help astronomers find alien life,
scientists say
In the last few years, new evidence has challenged the
notion that mitochondria played a seminal role in the
transition of cells from prokaryotes to eukaryotes.
Researchers sequencing the genomes of ...

Mitochondria Mystery: Did They Push More Complex
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Cells To Evolve or Come Later?
The scientist and author Dr Adam Rutherford looks at
how the study of genetics has been warped for political
ends ...

Where science meets fiction: the dark history of
eugenics
It is a few key variables — the first is plates or the
movement of tectonic plates. The second is pressure,
coming from magma emerging from the Earth’s
surface, pushing throug ...

‘Galapagos species are exuberant and unique — their
evolution mirrors the kinship of life’
In reality, the efficiency of this process is less than
10% of the input energy, and the different types of
plant metabolisms that have formed over the course of
evolution aren’t all the same.

How To Make A Difference Through Plant Metabolism
Her team constructed a phylogenetic tree—sort of like
an evolutionary ... although the time gap between its
life and Bruno’s is enormous. The sample pool, she
says, is “missing 100,000 ...

What Polar Bear Genomes May Reveal About Life in a
Low-Ice Arctic
For billions of years after the origin of life ... evolution
of eukaryotes—giving rise, eons later, to plants, animals,
vertebrates, people. Fresh evidence from genomics and
cell biology ...
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